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Overview
Protect Business. Power Innovation.

iland is a global cloud provider focused on transforming customer IT environments, enabling them to focus on
business innovation. With familiar technology and proven expertise, iland simplifies how customers migrate their
existing applications to the cloud for disaster recovery, backup, and application hosting. At the same time, iland
delivers an integrated, VMware-based platform designed for performance and security to meet the needs of your
mission-critical applications.

iland Cloud.
With over 20 years of experience in application and data
protection services, iland takes a fundamentally different
approach to delivering cloud services. iland is a global cloud
provider focused on transforming and protecting customer IT
environments by simplifying the planning, migration, hosting,
management, and support of mission-critical workloads in
the cloud.
Through a proven and familiar VMware-based platform,
iland delivers a consistent application and data protection
experience focused on performance, availability, and security.
The iland enterprise-grade platform is managed by the fullyintegrated Secure Cloud Console that includes seamless
control and visibility into the capabilities provided by leading
software providers such as Veeam and Zerto.

iland Secure Cloud Console provides a foundation for all iland cloud services.

Proven platform, familiar technology.
iland has designed a VMware-based platform as the foundation of all services. iland Cloud Platform uses the same proven VMware
suite in the cloud that customers are familiar with, have trained on, and are experienced with on-premises.

Global platform and 100 percent availability.

No-compromise security and compliance.

iland focuses on ensuring the customers’ environment performs

With iland, customers can leverage a dedicated team of experts

in the same manner as on-premises. Confidence in performance

focused on security and compliance. iland’s industry-specific

comes from proven technology in the design. Availability comes

security and compliance protocols for sensitive data and cloud

from an iland commitment backed by an audited 100 percent

service locations were achieved by iland to meet global and

SLA providing continuous application uptime. For customers

geographic compliance requirements. In addition, customers

requiring multiple global locations, or a specific location (for

can consult directly with the iland team on relevant compliance

security and compliance purposes like GDPR), iland maintains

issues such as GDPR. These compliance attestations and

a redundant global footprint of data centers in North America,

certifications are complemented by a variety of built-in security

EMEA, and APJ.

features such as VM encryption, integrated backup, anti-virus/
malware, intrusion detection, and vulnerability scanning.

Simplified, all-inclusive pricing and flexible licensing
with partners.

Unified management and integration.
iland Secure Cloud Console provides a foundation for all iland

iland has drastically simplified pricing to be all-inclusive of

cloud services. iland has collaborated with leading partners

storage, compute, network, and other associated costs that are

Veeam and Zerto to achieve deep integration to simplify the

typically tracked separately by other providers. This enables

management of data protection services including backup,

customers to easily forecast the cost of IT in the cloud over time,

disaster recovery, and archive. iland’s partnerships enable

and ensure budgets are adhered to on a monthly or annual basis.

customers to easily deploy and manage all of their iland services

With partner software licensing, specifically Veeam and Zerto,

from a single, unified console. All iland services are automatically

iland takes a flexible approach to giving customers the ability to

backed up by Veeam in all data centers. In addition to

consume in a way that is best for their business. Customers have

integration, iland provides extensive API and SDK extensibility.

the option of bringing their own license or choosing to have

This API-first approach enables customers to build their own

iland provide the license as part of a package.

home-grown applications or services as needed for further IT
value with existing iland and/or Veeam and Zerto solutions.

Multi-cloud: protecting data wherever it lives.
As businesses look to streamline operations, moving to the cloud
immediately provides a foundation for efficient growth. However,
many customers choose to pursue multi-cloud strategies to
ensure the right service supports the right application need.
While iland is a specialized cloud provider focused on supporting
existing on-premises applications, customers can also leverage
integration with leading general-purpose cloud providers
supporting other use cases. Specifically, if a customer is running
a production application on-premises and deploys Amazon Web
Services for their cloud-native application development needs,
iland provides true multi-cloud capabilities, including data
migration and protection, without the need for separate network
designs and management. With iland, customers can protect their
data wherever it lives.

Portfolio designed to accelerate and protect your business.
Focused on business and mission-critical workloads, especially those virtualized with VMware, iland provides the benefits customers
expect from the cloud, but goes further by providing simplified onboarding, integrated management, and the familiar enterprisegrade technology needed to meet the needs of high-performance applications. The iland portfolio includes:

iland Secure Cloud.

iland Secure Backup as a Service.

Enterprise-grade Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) built on

Specifically designed to help administrators meet long-term

proven technology from VMware, Cisco, and HPE. iland’s global

retention requirements, eliminate tapes, and employ corporate

data center footprint, advanced security and compliance, and

cloud-based offsite backup. iland Secure Cloud Backup provides

dedicated deployment services enable customers to quickly

a corporate safety net for a range of data loss events from

extend their existing VMware-based applications to the cloud

accidental deletions to internal and external threats. Customers

without the effort and disruption of “replatforming”.

have the option to “air-gap” their data so it is not visible and
cannot be accessed by internal employees. Finally, iland Secure
Cloud Backup is integrated with Veeam’s industry-leading
Backup & Replication software for easy and cost-effective offsite
backup and archive.

iland Secure Disaster Recovery as a Service.

iland Autopilot Managed Recovery for DRaaS.

Industry-leading DRaaS built for customers looking to ensure

This service provides end to end design, implementation,

the long-term viability of their business through technology.

and management of the DR environment, including all cloud

In today’s IT landscape, data loss and downtime events are

components, from failback testing to live disaster recovery. As

inevitable. Whether from cyber threats, human error, or natural

customer IT environments become more complex, and more

disasters, iland DRaaS provides the capabilities needed to plan,

tasks are outsourced to vendors, this service provides economies

deploy, manage, and test business readiness in preparation

of scale and risk reduction. Autopilot Managed Recovery,

for the fastest possible recovery. Customers benefit from deep

coupled with iland’s traditional DRaaS self-service, improves

integration with leading vendors including Veeam and Zerto

customer choice through flexible management options.

through the iland Secure Cloud Console, as well as advanced
features like process orchestration and automation.

iland Secure Backup for Office365.

iland Secure Cloud Object Storage.

Designed to backup Microsoft Office365 productivity suite.

Simplified object storage service for customers with old or “cold”

Microsoft provides only limited retention and recovery

data that needs to be retained for the long-term at a cost-

capabilities in the event O365 data is lost, corrupted, or

effective price. Customers benefit from predictable, all-inclusive

accidentally deleted. iland Secure Backup for O365 provides

pricing, ease of use through S3 access, and integration with

business continuity through integration with Veeam Backup &

Veeam Cloud Tier. iland Secure Object Storage is also compatible

Replication software for a complete IT resilience experience.

with any S3 provider and has been verified by leading vendors
like Cohesity and Commvault.

With iland, customers can protect their data wherever it lives.
Simplifying the Journey to Cloud.
iland understands the importance and the challenges of migrating to the cloud without disruption. Not all companies have the
in-house resources, time, or desire to risk the downtime associated with moving mission-critical applications and sensitive data
off-premises. To help customers simplify their migration to the cloud, iland experts take the following approach for a true “lift and
shift” experience:

Planning.

Onboarding.

iland officially starts the project with a meeting to review steps,

iland sets the necessary environment as target for the migration.

goals, and timelines. At this point, iland deploys Catalyst, an

This includes firewall, VLAN, VM, and storage provisioning.

application resource and planning tool, to gather information

This step also includes a test exercise of the configuration

about the existing on-premises environment. Catalyst helps

and DNS setup. At this point, iland will conduct migration and

answer the question of “what cloud solution is right for me?”.

external network testing. Once the migration is complete or

This allows for the planning and build teams to use the Catalyst

replication is complete, the customer is given the training to be

report to correctly “right fit” the design of the environment by

successful following the transition period. iland also provides

calculating application sizing requirements.

documentation and is ready for ongoing customer support.

Support when it counts.

Extending your team to the cloud with iland.

iland also provides operational confidence when it counts—

Beyond the cloud service itself, iland has focused on delivering

before, during, and after a data protection event—by including

a partnership for customers that extends into all areas of

Premium Support with all services. iland Premium Support is

the business. From customer feedback that drives the iland

available 24x7, globally, to assist with onboarding, management,

roadmap, to the included customer support from time of

testing and failover, and many other administrative functions.

deployment to a data recovery event, iland views the customer
relationship as an integral part of the ongoing service. It’s how
iland protects the business, and powers innovation.

About iland
iland is a global cloud service provider of secure and compliant hosting for
infrastructure (IaaS), disaster recovery (DRaaS), and backup as a service (BaaS).
They are recognized by industry analysts as a leader in disaster recovery. The
award-winning iland Secure Cloud Console natively combines deep layered
security, predictive analytics, and compliance to deliver unmatched visibility and
ease of management for all iland cloud services.
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